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Polarization imaging in atmospheric environment based on polarized reflectance retrieval
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A method for calculating the atmospheric parameters measurement accuracy requirement based on polarized reflectance retrieval is proposed. The at-sensor polarization states with different atmospheric parameters content are simulated based on the atmospheric radiative transfer model in order to select the key parameter affecting the polarization observation. The accuracy requirement of atmospheric parameters is derived through the polarized reflectance retrieval method. Experiment results show that retrieval accuracy of polarized reflectance of typical ground objects can be up to 90%. The atmospheric parameters measurement accuracy requirement when the retrieval accuracy is more than 75% is derived.
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The polarization characteristic of ground objects is an important component of the earth remote sensing database. Most of the existing polarization detection research is based on polarization degree (DOP) and polarization angle (AOP) of at-sensor radiance, which can enhance objects of interest or restrain background disturbance qualitatively\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\). However, polarized reflectance of ground objects was not involved in the above studies. Polarized images obtained by the sensor contain polarized contributions on the atmospheric radiation transmission path, but the polarization characteristics of the object could not be quantitatively retrieved. This will produce different results under different observation conditions\(^2\), creating greater instability. To quantify remote sensing for ground polarization, it is necessary to calculate the polarized reflectance of ground objects accurately. The polarized reflectance of a ground object is the polarized reflection part in its overall reflectance, which is the ratio of polarized components of the reflected radiance against the incident radiance\(^4\). Referring to the retrieval method of ground surface reflectance based on the scalar atmospheric radiative transfer model\(^6\), a lookup table (LUT) with surface reflectance, observation conditions, and at-sensor polarization states is established based on the second simulation of a satellite signal in the solar spectrum–vector (6SV) model\(^6\) and surface polarized reflectance is retrieved by polarized images through the LUT and numerical calculation.

The measurement of atmospheric parameters is very important for the ground polarization observation. Since the atmosphere is constantly changing during the course of the experiment, the data will be distorted if the atmosphere effect is ignored. However, atmospheric parameters are usually unable to have full-time coverage measurements due to some practical factors. So, the measurement accuracy requirement of atmospheric parameters needs to be ensured for a more rational experiment approach. A method for calculating measurement accuracy requirements of atmospheric parameters based on polarized reflectance retrieval was proposed. The key parameter in ground polarization observation is determined by simulating the atmospheric radiative transfer model. An atmospheric parameter range with reasonable retrieval accuracy is obtained through the polarized reflectance retrieval method, which can be applied to different observation conditions. The efficiency of filtering effective data in measurement can be significantly improved.

The at-sensor polarization states with different atmospheric parameters content are simulated based on the atmospheric radiative transfer model. Polarized reflectance is obtained through the retrieval method, and the atmospheric parameter range with reasonable retrieval accuracy is derived by adjusting the key parameter content in the retrieval calculation. Thus, the accuracy requirement of atmospheric parameters is derived.

Water vapor, ozone, and aerosol are selected to simulate the polarized radiative transfer process by the control variate method. Results are shown in Fig. 1.

The at-sensor DOP is the ratio of the apparent polarized radiance against the apparent radiance. The scattering of water molecules is Rayleigh scattering, while atmospheric polarization properties are usually influenced by large size molecules, i.e., Mie scattering. However, water vapor content has a significant influence on atmospheric transmittance in the water vapor absorption band to thus influence apparent radiance and apparent polarized radiance, which could not be ignored. In the water vapor non-absorption band, the vapor content has almost no effect on the atmospheric transmittance, so the apparent radiance and the apparent polarized radiance is almost constant.
Also, the absorption band of water vapor should be avoided, so as to reduce the interference of the water vapor contribution to the polarization characteristics of the ground objects as much as possible.

The retrieval process of ground object polarized reflectance is as follows: deriving at-sensor polarization states (DOP & AOP) of reflected radiation by polarized images; finding at-sensor polarization states in the LUT; ensuring polarized reflectance through interpolation.

The at-sensor radiance $\overline{L}_s$ is composed of three parts: (1) direct solar reflection from the target ($\overline{L}_r$), randomly polarized incident flux bidirectionally reflected and polarized by the target and propagated to the sensor; (2) target-reflected downwelled radiance from the skydome ($\overline{L}_d$), randomly polarized solar illumination scattered and polarized by the atmosphere and propagated to the target, where it is polarimetrically bidirectionally reflected and integrated over the hemisphere above the target; (3) upwelled atmospheric radiance resulting from solar scatter along the target to the sensor path ($\overline{L}_u$), randomly polarized solar illumination scattered and polarized by the atmosphere and propagated to the sensor:

$$\overline{L}_s = \overline{L}_r + \overline{L}_d + \overline{L}_u,$$

where

$$\overline{L}_r = T_r(\theta_r)F_r(\theta_r, \theta_r, \varphi)T_i(\theta_i)\cos \theta_i E_s(\theta_i),$$

$$\overline{L}_d = T_r(\theta_r)\int_\Omega F_r(\theta_r, \theta_r, \varphi)\cos \theta_i \overline{L}_d(\theta_i, \varphi_i) d\Omega_i,$$

$$\overline{L}_u = \overline{L}_u(\theta_r, \varphi_r),$$

where $E_s$ is exoatmospheric solar irradiance, $T_i$ is transmittance of the solar-to-target path, $T_r$ is transmittance of ground-to-sensor path, $\theta_i$ is the incident zenith angle, $\theta_r$ is the reflected zenith angle, $\varphi$ is the relative azimuth angle, $\varphi_i$ is the incident azimuth angle, $\varphi_r$ is the reflected azimuth angle, $F_r$ is the polarized bidirectional reflectance distribution function (pBRDF) in the $\overline{L}_d$ expression when the specular component of reflected flux is dominated by direct solar reflection. Equation (5) may be expressed as

Since exoatmospheric irradiance is randomly polarized, we can only take consideration of the first column of the pBRDF Mueller matrix (representing the energy exchange at the optical element and relating the Stokes vector of the incident and exiting beams) in the $\overline{L}_r$ expression when the specular component of reflected flux is dominated by direct solar reflection.
The input of LUT consists of geometric conditions, atmospheric conditions, and polarized reflectance information. The formula mentioned above is hard to solve directly, so we need to set up the LUT of at-sensor polarized reflectance of objects. The formula above is rewritten as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    f_{00} \\
    f_{10} \\
    f_{20}
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{\overline{L}_s - \overline{L}_u}{T_r \cdot T_i \cdot \cos \theta_i \cdot E_s} - \frac{T_r \cdot \int_{\Omega} F_r \cdot \cos \theta_i \cdot \overline{T}_d \cdot d\Omega_i}{T_r \cdot T_i \cdot \cos \theta_i \cdot E_s}.
\]

This "error term" is determined by sky light and the polarized reflectance of the ground object, which is difficult to solve directly, so we need to set up the LUT of at-sensor polarization states and observation conditions (geometric parameters, atmospheric parameters, polarized reflectance of objects). The formula mentioned above is hard to derive the analytic solutions of pBRDF. With the approach shown in Fig. 2, pBRDF can be retrieved by remote sensing images, and then the polarized reflectance of objects could be obtained through the pBRDF numerical solutions.

The Stokes vectors of at-sensor radiance are obtained by image processing, then DOP and AOP are expressed as

\[
\alpha = \frac{\sqrt{Q^2 + U^2}}{I},
\]

\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2} \arctan \frac{U}{Q},
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the DOP of the at-sensor radiance, \(\eta\) is the AOP of the at-sensor radiance, and \([I, Q, U]\) are the Stokes vectors of the at-sensor radiance. At the same time, auxiliary information of polarization images (including atmosphere types, aerosol types, and wavelength) is obtained; geometric conditions (incident zenith angle, reflected zenith angle, and relative azimuth angle) are obtained by other instruments. The above data is put into the LUT, and then polarized reflectance of the object under one observation condition is obtained by retrieval and matching.

In Eq. (9), \(\overline{L}_s\) is obtained from the sensor, \(E_s\), \(\theta_i\), and \(\overline{L}_u\) are determined by observation geometry in the LUT, and \(T_i\) and \(T_r\) are determined by aerosol type in the LUT. The input of LUT consists of geometric conditions, atmospheric types, aerosol types, wavelength, elevation, different reflectance, and polarized reflectance, and the output is the simulation value of at-sensor DOP and AOP. Repeat this process several times to create the LUT. Thresholding and the linear interpolation method are used in order to determine the polarized reflectance of each pixel in the polarization images.

Polarized reflectance is obtained through the retrieval method, and the atmospheric parameter range with reasonable retrieval accuracy is derived by adjusting the content of the key parameters in the retrieval process. The steps are as follows.

1. For laboratory observation data under certain conditions, 6S is used to generate the at-sensor DOP simulation data with the setting of AOT and elevation.

2. LUT of polarized reflectance and at-sensor DOP is obtained by changing the AOT. Polarized reflectance is derived with the at-sensor DOP simulation data in step (1).

3. The standard and retrieval value of each pixel in step (2) is compared by root mean square error (RMSE). The detection error of AOT is acceptable when the RMSE is less than a setting threshold. Step (2) is repeated until the measurement accuracy range of the atmospheric parameter is obtained.

Experiments are developed for verifying the proposed retrieval method. The objects are observed in the laboratory and outdoors, respectively, and the standard and retrieval values of polarized reflectance are obtained. The precision of the retrieval method is verified by comparisons.

As shown in Fig. 3, polarization images are obtained by a polarized imager based on the liquid crystal variable retarder (LCVR). Halogen lamps are used as a light source (they can be considered as natural light). As the distance between the light source and the object is short enough, atmosphere effects can be ignored. DOP and AOP of at-sensor radiance are derived from experiment data, and polarized reflectance is retrieved as the standard value.

Images of a painted metal board on land are obtained by the sensor located atop a high building. The polarized images of outdoor experiments at 676 nm are shown in Fig. 4. AOT and water vapor data are measured synchronously. AOT = 0.149 at 676 nm, and water vapor content equals 1.67 g/cm². Then, DOP and AOP of at-sensor radiance
are derived from experiment data for polarized reflectance retrieval\[15\]. The target polarization characteristics retrieval is carried out pixel by pixel, and each pixel corresponds to a polarized reflectance $r_p$. For a single pixel, the error can be expressed as

$$e_{ij} = \frac{|r_{ij} - r^0_{ij}|}{r^0_{ij}} \times 100\%,$$  

(11)

where $i$ and $j$ are integers, representing the number of sample pixels in the polarized images, $r_{ij}$ is the calculation value of polarized reflectance, and $r^0_{ij}$ is the standard value of polarized reflectance. The polarized reflectance relative error of the whole polarized image can be expressed as

$$M_r = \sqrt{\frac{\sum e_{ij}^2}{n}} \times 100\%,$$  

(12)

which represents the accuracy of the retrieval method.

According to the above precision evaluation method, results are shown in Fig. 5, and the retrieval error is 9.6%.

The calculation method of the atmospheric parameters measurement accuracy requirement is illustrated by experiment data obtained above. The observation condition is set as follows: AOT = 0.3 (average value of clear sky), elevation = 1 km, solar zenith angle = $25^\circ$, view zenith angle = $45^\circ$, relative azimuth angle = $60^\circ$, wavelength = 676 nm, the RMSE threshold is set to 25% for an acceptable retrieval accuracy, the AOT detection accuracy range is ensured by enumeration, and the result is (0, 0.5) and shown in Fig. 6.

There are some probable reasons for the error.

1. The projecting angle of the halogen lamp is about $5^\circ$, so it is sometimes difficult to ensure identical geometric angles in the same image.

2. The calibration accuracy of the LCVR used in the experiment is higher than 95%\[15\], causing some errors in image processing and calculation.

3. The retrieval algorithm is based on the atmospheric radiative transfer model. Errors may also be brought into account in the process of LUT establishment, thus affecting the results of retrieval.

The LUT of observation conditions and at-sensor polarization states has been proposed for the polarized reflection characteristics detection of ground targets. Polarized reflectance of targets has been retrieved with accuracy analysis. On this basis, the calculation method of the atmospheric parameters measurement accuracy requirement and its operation example have been proposed through the atmospheric parameter analysis.

Polarization observation experiments of painted metal targets are developed on a ground surface. Compared with laboratory experiments, the accuracy of polarized reflectance retrieval has been verified: the retrieval error is 9.6% at the wavelength of 676 nm, which means that the retrieval accuracy is better than 90%. When the retrieval error requirement is less than 25% under AOT = 0.3 condition, the AOT detection accuracy range is (0, 0.5).
Compared with existing retrieval methods, adaptability to various observation conditions is improved. On this basis, a calculation method of the atmospheric parameters measurement accuracy requirement has been proposed through the atmospheric parameter analysis, which can adapt to many observation conditions and can be used for improving the polarization observation scheme. At-sensor polarization data under different atmospheric parameters are obtained in the process of research to accumulate data for a digital earth database. In addition, the directions of theoretical research and experimental schemes for further improvement have been suggested through the error analysis: using the pixel fusion method to solve the geometric inconsistency caused by the light projection angle, improving the measurement accuracy and the calibration accuracy of the sensor for further use, and improving the effective number digits of simulated data based on existing models to reduce rounding errors.

Fig. 5. Experiment results of painted metal board at 676 nm.

Fig. 6. Retrieval results in the AOT condition of 0, 0.30, 0.50, 0.55, and 0.60.
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